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 Preface 

Essential Cognitive Tools for Living in the 21st Century 

 

Your instructor has provided three “Cognitive Tools” to keep in mind as a framework for 

developing a personal “World View” for living in the 21
st
 Century: 

 

Personal Construct 
 

Each of us has a unique set of acquired “personal constructs” that are the categories and 

dimensions we use for understanding the world around us. They provide us with the capacity for 

thinking, acting and anticipating the future. There are two types of personal constructs: 

 

Private constructs are our beliefs and values that we assume to be true and accept largely 

as articles of faith. They are the things we choose to believe, or just accept, without external 

validation or deliberate thought. They are personal opinions. 

 

Public constructs are socially shared concepts that have a commonly accepted meaning 

and are grounded in verified factual information. They have definitions. 

 

The goal of becoming a rational and thoughtful person is to have convergence between one’ own 

private and public constructs, where most of our opinions, plans, actions and values are based on 

public knowledge, not personal prerogatives. 

 

Perspectives 
 

A perspective is recognition that events own no allegiance to any specific interpretation. People 

assign meaning to the events around them based on their own personal constructs. A perspective 

can be based either on private thoughts or on shared public considerations. Thus, not all 

perspectives are equally valid or useful. The tolerant person recognizes that there may be other 

legitimate points of view; the thoughtful person discriminates between ones that are rational and 

feasible and those that are irrational and arbitrary. 

 

Thinking 
 

Thinking has two elements, one concerns the formal process, and the other concern how the 

specific content is organized: 

 

Rational thinking follows the rules of logic, and either may be inductive (moving from 

the specific to the general) or deductive (moving from the general to the specific). Both are 

important for critical analysis and reasoning. 

 

Matrix and Hierarchical approaches. Most issues are multi-dimensional; seldom is a 

single construct sufficient. A hierarchical approach is a successive way of thinking; it is most 

applicable for describing practical solutions using accepted constructs. A matrix approaches is a 

simultaneous way of thinking; it is most applicable for problem solving and creativity.  
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Essay 1: A Time of Fundamental Psychological, Social, Political, and Economic Change 

 
Change is an abstract idea that cannot be measured in a numerical sense, but is more observed and felt 

than it is calculated and tallied. After our back and forth discussions in class, I gained a lot of information 

and was exposed to many altering perspectives, however I came to the conclusion that our current pace 

of change mirrors that of the graph of the world population; in the many proceeding centuries, major 

changes in political, social, economic and psychological pillars was quite small so in turn our population 

grew minutely at a time. However around the 19th and 20th centuries, the world population began to 

shoot up, signaling that some type of prominent changes must have occurred in order for there to be 

such a sky rocketing increase in the number of people being sustained to live. 

Politically I believe the shift occurred when human societies gave up the notion that the church should 

be responsible for whole nation-states and when the power of the nation was transferred to the people 

and into actual governments and democracies, which is when human change was given a catalyst. You 

saw more and more innovations and inventions come about thanks to those who began to think and 

reason outside of a religious context. This new political thinking allowed humans to engineer ways of 

trade and communication that before was non-existent, which led to a great change in human thought 

and in turn allowed for more humans to be sustained. 

Socially I think the abolition of slavery, a system that had been around as far back as ancient Greece, 

was a vital component of the large amount of changes that we saw after the 1800s. For the first time a 

whole population of people were able to add their own experiences and skills for the betterment of 

society and we saw how laws and rules were created that for the first time people were legally barred 

from owning an individual. In turn this allowed these people to create their own ideas and innovations 

that helped change the world even more so than ever before. This event is mirrored in the world 

population graph that Dr. Renner showed us the first day of class where there was an explosion in 

population. This explosion was a result in the great social change that occurred which cleared the way 

for changes of all kinds. I believe the social changes also tie into the major psychological shift that began 

shortly after the ending the end of slavery, where everyone now felt that they could accomplish 

anything that a strong mind was put towards and this change is observed through the growth of the 

population because now more people had the resources and mental state to better their current 

situations. 

Changes in economy also were much greater towards the more current centuries where globalization 

began to make the world much smaller, in a sense. Countries are able to instantaneously communicate 

now, much faster than ever before, and this type of communication has caused many large, positive 

changes in several economies such as India and China, and the economy of the world has also began to 

become more of a singular entity as the interdependence of countries has dramatically reason in the last 

two centuries alone. This idea ties in with the population boost we encountered because a better 

economy leads to a larger carrying capacity. In the last few decades alone, the world’s population 

growth has been at a high and is mirroring the advancement of the world’s economy. 
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My point to this essay is that most of the world’s most dramatic changes came in the latter generations 

starting from the 19th century, and the amount of these changes is greater than the total amount of 

change that occurred from the start of the human species to the 18th century. I believe that the 

importance of these changes can be justified by the jump in population that occurred as these changes 

in social, political, economic and psychological ideologies occurred. 
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Essay 2: Easter Island As a Social Metaphor for Modern Times (The Beliefs of Power and 

Wealth) 

 
The plight of the Polynesians on Easter Island showcased how easily human actions can lead to a world 

of overconsumption and the lowering of an area’s carrying capacity. Although it may seem that our own 

planet may suffer the same fate, I believe with the help of technological advances and start of a grass 

roots movement to bring awareness to the world, humans can help alter the self-destructive path that 

we have set course upon. 

To say that Easter Island is a solid representation of what could happen to earth is in theory a solid 

metaphor for what may happen to our home; however trying to apply a “scale model” effect has its own 

flaws. You must think that the greater the scale, the greater number of variables that come into play. 

Easter Island was a small place, with a low ethnic diversity and even lower biological diversity. The 

Polynesians had very few options when it came to what they could use as resources, and those 

resources were sharply limited. Globally we have a multitude of ethnic and biological diversity, which 

not only allows there to be differences in thinking between cultures but also how resources are used. 

Trying to say that the downfall of Easter Island is an accurate representation of what could happen to 

the world is like trying to compare the decline of a population of fish in a pond to that of all the fish in 

ocean. It is an illogical fallacy that involves too many variables to be accurately compared. 

I believe that the advancement of societal ideals have also drastically changed from the days of the 

people on Easter Island. Humans now more than ever acknowledge the quandary that we have put 

ourselves in and you can begin to see the efforts being put in in order to reverse this pattern. More and 

more people are beginning to bring awareness to those who do not see how cutting trees and polluting 

our ecosystem is shortening the carrying capacity of our earth. Just like the beginning of all great 

movements in society, such as the Civil Rights and Women’s Rights, the amount of those who fully 

understand the importance of the “Green” movement is small yet rapidly increasing as more and more 

societies of people are learning the harmful effects of our ways. As discussed in class I believe that as of 

now, the movement to go “Green” and to help our world is in the peripherals of the average human’s 

viewpoints. However, just like other social movements, it will slowly shift into the forethought of all 

human populations no matter how vast or diverse because this issue affects all those who live on earth 

and not just a single population. The only question is how fast can we make this shift.  

Although technology may have aided in putting us in this predicament, it can also be our way out and 

this can be seen in the never ending search for alternative fuels, lowering the dependency of oil, etc. For 

the first time in the human era, we are controlling nature instead of letting it control us. Being alive 

during this time of technological power, we must act responsibly with it in order for future generations 

to be able to enjoy the lush vegetation and abundant sea life that we take for granted and to avoid the 

fate of Easter Island. 
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Essay 3: Economic Globalization and Market Driven Capitalism (The Wealth of Beliefs and 

Power) 

 
Globalization has brought about competitive, open markets to many countries in the world however the 

spread of capitalistic ways also has increased the amount of “winners” and “losers” that there is on the 

planet. When I say this I mean that although capitalism has allowed countries (including our own) to 

prosper and grow, there are many more countries and individuals that end up losing out due to 

competition and government regulations.  

I relate the concept of a capitalistic market place to a very simple symbol: a see-saw. The crux of this 

see-saw would be the globalized, capitalist driven market that the world’s players have in common. The 

“winners” of this system would be on the higher side of the see-saw, while the “losers” are on the lower 

end. There are several reasons why I believe this is an accurate picture of how a globalized market 

works. The amount of “losers” whether it be whole nations or individuals, vastly out numbers (or in this 

case out weighs) those that benefit from a globalized economy. 

 However the great thing about having a globalized economy is that it is not impossible to change your 

situation and go from a “loser” of the system, to taking advantage of the possibilities a global market 

place allows and become a “winner”. This idea is exactly why the U.S. adapted this type of free market 

place because it allowed those that were willing to put in the hard work to rise to the top, while those 

people who floated by were awarded with being at the low end of the spectrum and not enjoying any 

benefits. Essentially this is comparable to the see-saw metaphor because those who give a harder push 

to get to the top will find themselves as a “winner” while those nations that stand idly by and have no 

push stay at the bottom.  

I do not believe that there is another economic system that would enable the same success that this 

free-market economy allows, simply because nations are not harnessed by many strict regulations that 

may stunt growth. However the lack of many strict regulations is a double sided sword because you can 

see the negative effects of such a competitive economy through out-sourcing, the success of imports, 

etc. Recently the U.S. has passed several regulations that have some Socialist values which essentially 

try to level the playing field amongst the “winners” and “losers” of this friction-free market place. 

Although these regulations have good intentions, I do not believe it will have a large impact in narrowing 

the gap between the amount of those who benefit and those who do not. Wherever there is a “winner” 

of this system, there will be several “losers” due to their expense and this cannot be changed by simple 

regulations but by an over haul of the whole system, so that it is less of a “see-saw” but more of a 

Merry-go-round, where everyone is on equal footing and smoothly riding at the same pace and and all 

equally benefiting. 
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Essay 4: The Politics of Race and Class in America (The Power of Wealth and Beliefs) 

 
The United States was built upon a motto of equality and liberty for all its inhabitants; however these 

traits were established during a time where the white race dominated the black race through slavery. 

As the establishment of slavery began to wane away in the 1800’s segregation quickly took its spot as 

another method to keep ethnic minorities down. During these eras I believe two critical issues arose 

that explain today’s present day racial disparities. 

The first would be that during the times of slavery, whites were able to improve themselves through 

education and also learn new trades through the many technological innovations during the industrial 

revolution. Minority races were not afforded an education and any trades they did learn were usually 

affiliated with low-skill field work. The denial of new innovations and information allowed for the whites 

to gain a social head start which explains how during most of the 20th century, Blacks were in a constant 

struggle in gaining a better education which would lead to better jobs. I believe this “head start” is the 

main reason why the concept of “Affirmative Action” was created because policy makers believed that if 

they enacted a policy that favored the disparaged minorities it would make up for the centuries of time 

lost. We can now see that affirmative action, while it had good intentions, was the wrong route to 

choose to have better equality between races. It is simply sweeping the surface issue under the rug 

instead of attacking the root of the issue which stems from the disadvantage minorities have in 

education and the many decades that the race in its whole was without any advanced knowledge. If 

there were to be an educational system that equally spread a quality education instead of being 

clustered in upper class regions, I believe the disparity between races would decrease.  

The mind set of minority races also plays a large part in their success. Many black minorities strive to 

better their situation through making the most of an education and constant hard work. However there 

are almost as many minorities that are fine with the status quo and do not try to better their situation 

but rather adapt to their surroundings in order to survive. This is where stereotypes usually come into 

play because these adaptations usually result in crime of some nature. This kind of mind set takes 

decades to ingrain into a specific group of people yet that is just the case in terms of how much the 

black race has gone through, especially in the last 200 years. Some minorities would even say that the 

government does not care about them or that there is no push to better their environment, although it 

is a well-known notion that it takes both the initiative of a community and the desire of a government to 

want to help its constituents in order for a large change to occur. 

Decreasing the racial disparity in the United States is very possible and will more than likely happen, 

however it will be a slow process that will not be solved by just surface policies such as “affirmative 

action” that temporarily help a problem. It takes more than just small policy to erase over 200 years of 

putting a whole race down, yet I do not think we are too far from seeing a truly equal nation our fore 

fathers wrote about. 
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Essay 5: The Psychological, Social, Political, and Economic Aspects of the Food We Eat 

 
Food is a bare minimum for humans. It is something that comforts, nourishes, and benefits everyone. 

The world’s food production exploded when ancient Egyptians and later Native Americans established 

the first forms of irrigation in order to more efficiently grow crops and farm rather than hunt and gather. 

The consequence of this move towards efficiency is what shifted the human mind towards thoughts of 

making food easier to obtain and creating abundance so that it did not cost much. This pattern has led 

us down a road of genetically modified everything including chickens with bigger breasts, pesticide 

resilient seeds, and cows strictly fed a foreign diet of corn in order to fatten them up to the fullest. 

Although these alterations sound like they benefit more than they do harm, the background 

consequences to people’s health, economic status, and society in general dwarf any benefit we obtain. 

Cows are herbivores and the main thing that is essential to a normal cow is to eat grass. However this is 

not the case in the United States. Our meat industry (owned by only four separate companies) feeds our 

cattle corn in order to efficiently feed these animals large amounts of fatteners while only having to pay 

below production level costs for the feed. This method had unforeseen consequences as this diet of 

corn produced E. Coli in the cows which then later was consumed by humans causing many deaths 

around the country. By continuing to use corn as feed and risking disease, these meat companies are 

essentially slapping the health of the general public in the face and running into the open arms of profit 

from efficiency.  

Although these large food companies benefit economically from their efficient ways, farmers are getting 

the short end of the stick. Chicken farmers specifically get a very unfair deal as they are forced into new 

ways of mass chicken production in kilos that hold thousands of poultry animals that are fed growth 

hormones in order to make the chicken fatter than it’s ever been before in the shortest amount of time. 

These kilos put farmers in mass debt, typically about $300,000 and only profit about $18,000 a year. This 

puts these farmers at the will of these meat companies which exploit these farmers to the maximum. 

These same companies employ illegal immigrants to then be in charge of “poultry pick-ups” which is the 

more efficient idea however it is just adding on to another growing social issue.  

The way the food industry has grown enamored with efficiency and the profit from these methods 

reflects the turn that society has made in life in general. Politically, persons of power in certain 

industries are then given high level government jobs in order to fairly and efficiently regulate companies 

that they have their own stakes in such as the case of the FDA hiring former Monsanto leaders as heads 

or government regulations. Socially we look for ways to get places faster and get items quicker, so the 

establishment of millions of cars to get places faster and drive thrus to get food faster should not come 

as a surprise. The consequences of these moves to efficiency are entirely upon us as a society and only a 

change in our way of thought will be able to pry us from addiction that is efficiency.  
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Essay 6: The International Role of the United States In the 21st Century (World Citizenship) 

 
The concept of a brotherhood of world powers began after World War I, when 42 nations joined 

together under the banner of “The League of Nations”. Theoretically this marked the first time in history 

that a mass group of states collaborated with one another in order to prevent another violent atrocity 

from occurring. Although the shift in attitude was a great sign for international affairs, the organization 

quickly dissolved after being unable to successfully establish an army for enforcement, and also lacked 

the full backing from the US, even though the idea originated in the White House. Without the support 

of the most powerful nation on the rise, the concept of the group was meaning less and the globe saw 

what happened as foreign affairs crumbled and a second world war occurred.  

This example from history clearly shows the importance of the US in international problems and 

how our perception and handling of situations not only affects the citizens of this country, but of many 

others as well. Our status in the United Nations is vital for much of the enforcement needed in crises 

around the world which in turn has given us much power and pull throughout the world.  

However I believe this notion has in essence gone to the head of the American public and more 

importantly our government. Socially there has grown to be an inherit thought that since we are 

American, we are somehow supposed to be looked up to and that other, “lesser” nations should bend to 

the will of our ways. This “Ameri-centric” way of thinking stalls the vision of a globalized team of nations 

that works equally together while also understanding one another’s goals for their respective nations. 

Our society must evolve for this community of nations to exist, meaning that we must be educated on 

the ways of other nations and be more open of different tendencies and ways. How else do you expect 

to build solid relationships if you do not know who you are dealing with? If we start now, our future 

leaders will be open enough and willing to accept the ways of other nations.  

The US also now believes that we should be involved with almost every global emergency; 

whether it is assistance in revolutions, investigation of others nation’s nuclear arms, or the need to 

invade nations seen as threats. This type of activity has garnered a negative reputation throughout the 

rest of the world, being almost seen as a “nosey neighbor” that constantly gets in others business. In 

order for the US to establish a working relationship with all major powers, we must be able to allow 

other nations to resolve their own issues without constantly putting our own two cents in. If we were to 

establish equality in the enforcement of the UN, I believe the US would not have to feel like they must 

act like the saving grace of the world. In a team, everyone contributes equally for the sake of one 

another, so in the case of international affairs, if we all acted as one the world would truly be a place of 

peace and prosperity.  
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Essay 7: Wealth and Income Disparity in the United States (the Power of Balance) 

 
The Gini Coefficient does not lie; the US is as un-proportionate financially as they come. We 

have a top 1% that not only has the majority of the money in the nation but also has the most 

concentration of power than any other financial grouping. Such a top heavy nation cannot stand tall for 

long. We have already begun to see the social impacts of this disparity; high levels of mental illness, 

teenage pregnancies, homicides and a large percentage of people in jail. I believe by ignoring these 

issues and the repercussions of these changes we are doing an injustice to not only us but to future 

generations who have no say and will have to experience a world of with tight social classes and 

hierarchy.  

“The rich get richer, and the poor get poorer.” This saying cannot be more evident than in the 

social climate we live in now. Millionaires are turning into billionaires and in turn are passing the wealth 

along to their children. These children are then raised to believe in the same ideals as their wealthy 

parents did before them. The same pattern follows those under the poverty line. At this rate both 

groups will be locked into these self-mitigated ways of thinking. The rich will continue to believe that 

they are the dominant group and will continue to use their influence to control social and political 

issues, while the poor, who have endured these conditions for generations, adapt to their way of life 

and see no way out. 

 Although I am not a historian, I believe that if the rate of our disparity continues we shall have a 

society not too different from that of the Dark Ages in Europe. The similarities are apparent; the 

Europeans had a highly advanced and powerful nation in Greece which then spilled over into the Roman 

Empire which held its own for centuries until the combination of overspending, growing inequality and 

several wars broke the empire down and led the way for “lesser” cultures to take over. Overspending, 

growing inequality and war are three attributes that are major players in our lives today, so to think that 

these separate instances in history are very different is foolish.  

However the US is now the one going down a spiraling descent towards its own implosion and it 

is the ways of the current European nations that may be the only way to combat such a large disparity 

between a nations own people. Europe has a higher tax percent and most of the countries have 

universal health care two things it seems our country can never agree on. These European nations also 

all have Gini Coefficients near the ideal average, far below that of the US. Our nation needs to be able to 

better recognize the faults we have created and be able to come up with timely, efficient solutions. Of 

course progressive taxes and less of a safety net will help break the strict borders we have that hold the 

poor from gaining and the rich from losing but we also must instill ways to keep future disparities from 

occurring. 
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